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The premise that underlies any research cannot be taken for granted. We must be attentive to it. 

The need to invent other models demanding that we create conditions conducive to the emergence of 

that which may take place. An echo chamber is being born in which unprecedented connections are 

being elaborated, making us available and hospitable to the life forces of contradictory points of views. 

Research is not a complacent withdrawal into oneself when it opens up to new ways of envisaging the 

act of writing, in a movement that ends in sharing with the audience.

As a creative centre, the centre dramatique national de Strasbourg is a fundamental tool for 

opening research spaces which can deeply alter artistic practices. Artists gravitate around the cdn. 

They nourish it from day to day with their ability to invent and to generate spaces of uncertainty and 

freedom.     

The Body-Object-image international encounters operate as as large scale laboratory which fosters 

conversation and mutual curiosity. it’s framework is conceived by christophe le Blay and michaël 

cros, who brilliantly punctuate the week with a series of protocols for research, interactions, public 

meetings as well as additional surprises. The horizontal apparatuses for co-elaboration at play in this 

edition of the international encounters are making unprecedented resources available. The transference 

and circulation of knowledges flow freely and thus evade conventional forms.

This third edition of the Encounters will mark significant steps forward: a broader constellation of 

art schools, the emblematic presence of stanislas Nordey, Philippe Quesne and christian rizzo, 

the birth of the Pedagogy lab connecting the teaching body to the Rencontres’ modulation processes, 

the enhancement of resources offered by researchers combined with those provided by the makers, 

including the cherished contribution of Frédérique aït-touati. 

by rENaUld HErBIN

director of the tJP cdN d’alsace-strasbourg

EdItorIal 
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The encounters bring together students and young graduates from international art schools. They call 

into question their emergence after their studies, and their artistic belonging.

The week of exchanges and research will be taking place during the crucial period transitioning 

between curricular learning and the budding creatives’ first independent initiatives. It engages the passage 

and integration into the professional art worlds and networks.

The TJP project, which is inherently transdisciplinary, offers a field of investigation for these youths of 

multiple horizons: an opportunity to appropriate and qualify contemporary artistic practices which engage 

relationships to bodies, objects and images.

Supported by the artists of the cOi Platform, by makers, guest artists and by researchers, the 

participants define their own research process. They elaborate experimental apparatuses in lab groups 

that intersect. They venture to the heart of the cOi’s lines of questioning, challenging and refreshing its 

notions. This meeting of skillsets carefully enables the catalysing effect that takes place in the encounter 

of different forms which are left to play off each other.

The going back and forth between thought and a sensitive call to action, between work in laboratory* 

and coming together in public, gives rise to a diversity of presentations of apparatuses and processes, to 

moments of mutual confrontation and influence.

An intense week of discovery And exchAnge, of shAring different forms of 

knowledge, And of reseArch And experimentAtion.

*Based on the assemblage of multiplicities (whether human or cultural, in an approach to materials, in varied 
locations and times, languages or artistic expressions...), the process of in-lab experimentation was chosen as a 
mode of encountering. it encourages the reckoning of the unknown with already established knowledge. Through the 
autonomisation of becoming artists and of established artists, the laboratory frame affirms a horizontal way of learning in 
which experiences and the development of a critical outlook allow participants to describe and formulate the imaginaries 

at work.

tHE aPParatUs oF 
tHE INtErNatIoNal 
Body-oBJEct-ImagE 
ENcoUNtErs

70 pArticipAnts, including

36 students or young graduates from international art schools (puppetry, 
theatre, circus, critical essays and art criticism, students, choreography) spread out 
into groups of 6, organised in the form of laboratories taking place over 6 days

3 students from the critique-essais master’s documenting the encounters 
in real time

6 Performing arts master’s students leading an inquiry on the professionalisation 
of artists

10 referents for international art schools coming from differing artistic 
backgrounds and with interests intersecting within the Body-Object-image 
triangulation, participating in the Pedagogy lab

2 researchers conducting primary research throughout the time of the Encounters : 
Jérémy damian and emma merabet, members of the drafting committee of the corps-
Objet-image Review #03

1 great witness : Frédérique Aït-Touati

3 maker artists, contributing the object-materials/matter-made-objects :   
hélène Barreau, marguerite Bordat, Tim Spooner

5 relay artists from the coI Plateform, working at various levels of the encounters’ 
process : Anne Ayçoberry, Simon Delattre, Duncan Evennou, Alice Godfroy, Carine 
Gualdaroni

3 guest artists, renowned : 
Stanislas nordey, Philippe Quesne, christian Rizzo

1 responsible for linguistic resources : Spencer Bambrough

As well As

The TJP team for support and as a source of proposals

the spectAtor’s gAze during public events
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> tUEsday 6 JUNE, opening And presentAtion of the ricoi, tJp grAnde scène

it is during this gathering that the maker artists will present the matter-made-materials to the RicOi 

participants. These will be the material basis for in-lab research and experimentation. They will take the 

time to reveal the faculties and concepts which motivated/associated to their choices. The lab groups 

begin after being distributed across the five sites across Strasbourg.

> tHUrsday 8 JUNE 

7Pm - 9Pm — guest Artist’s ressource club, tJP graNgE scèNE

Philippe Quesne and christian Rizzo come share a day of the encounters. The differing artistic horizons 

in which they gravitate and their preoccupation with teaching will condition their presence. They will 

observe the students’ work process. during the Resource club, they will relate their day’s experience 

in relation to their career path and the problems raised by the encounters.

> FrIday 9 JUNE 

6Pm – 8Pm — public presentAtion by the pedAgogy lAb, HEar 

and presentation by the Artistic and cultural Project conception mA’s students.

> satUrday 10 JUNE 

6:30Pm – 7Pm — performed feedbAck 

by relAy Artist lAbs, aUBEttE 1928

With Anne Aycoberry, Simon delattre, duncan evennou, Alice Godfroy, carine Gualdaroni

7-8:30Pm — conference – debAte with the witness reseArcher, 

frédérique Aït-touAti

> sUNday 11 JUNE 

2Pm – 3:30Pm — public presentAtion of the student lAbs, tJP graNdE scèNE 

PUBlIc EVENts
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tJp centre drAmAtique nAtionAl d’AlsAce strAsbourg

Defined as the European Centre for the Art of Puppetry, the TJP-centre dramatique national 
d’Alsace-Strasbourg embraces artists and is carried forward by their unique ability to step 
sideways, to liberate themselves from convention, to invent new approaches. The TJP’s project 
aims at unfolding and making tangible contemporary creation to its widest extend, especially 
within its relation to the Art of Puppetry. Production, distribution, and Research & development, 
the three missions carried on by the TJP, become as many fields of experimentation giving rise 
to professional and amateur’s practices, crossing each other and interacting with one another. 
The Art of contemporary Puppetry questions current writings, and proposes new forms of 
representation, unfolding a rich and infinite panel of forms which, though anchored in ancestral 
stories and techniques, are able to renew themselves and surprise us.

The TJP’s project seeks to reconsider artistic practices that involve Objects in an 
intertwined game with Body and movement, with visual arts and the image. The purpose of 
that approach is to create unexpected relations and propose new visions the Art of Puppetry 
from this triangle Body-object-Image.

PrEsENtatIoN oF tHE tJP cdN

The Puppetry department offers a training for the animation of puppets (movement and body language 

of puppets and objects), in traditional forms : glove puppets, stick puppets, marionettes, improvisation 

with puppets, full-bodypuppets, animatronics and different special mixing techniques. Voice coaching is 

contained, speech and singing, movement, dance, pantomime, fencing and acrobatics. There is an acting 

seminar, scene studies in acting, the described techniques of puppetry, studio performances, the diploma 

production and courses about animationfilm, film and tv. The school also offers theoretical courses, such 

as theatre history, aesthetics and the theory of puppetry. Besides our students have courses in cultural 

management to be prepared for the demands of a changing into a professional practice.

The students work is presented to the public three times a year. Our students are working in their 3 

and 4 year in free projects in cooperation with different theatres. in these productions our students work 

solo/only with puppets and other objects or they work with actors and puppets on stage. The student - 

teacher relationship fell behind and we are getting every day closer to a «partnership» between students 

and teachers. A good connection with pratice and the publishing of our work increased the cooperation 

and communication with our other faculties (directors, actors, choreographie). for the first year students 

we have an introductory course where the students of all faculties can meet and learn something about 

the other arts from the beginning. 

BERLIN > GERMANY

drama scHool ErNst BUscH
PuPPEtRY DEPARtMENt

> http://www.hfs-puppe.de

Puppetry, ernst Busch, Berlin © franziska hauser
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founded in 1857 the State University of music and the Performing Arts Stuttgart is the oldest and 

- with almost 800 students – the biggest University in Baden-Wurttemberg. located along Stuttgart’s 

“culture mile”, the university is very important to Stuttgart and the surrounding region, not only as a 

university but also as a concert promoter and cultural center.

The department of Puppetry Arts is a teaching and research center that develops contemporary 

puppetry art using different techniques.

The educational team of this department offers a specific training concept through the experimentation 

of new approaches. Studies find their first impulse in materials. Matter, object, puppets and body are 

invited in the game whether on stage, in front of the camera or in various open spaces. The autonomy and 

responsibility of the student are at a key element to this process. The department aims to give a broad 

and solid perspective to each student, to provide them with the necessary tools for the development of 

artistic research.

The objective is to promote the creative and expressive potential of the student’s personality, to 

accompany the student and thus train a new generation of artists who impact contemporary drama and 

the artistic world.

StuttGARt > GERMANY

statE collEgE For mUsIc
aNd drama arts
StuDIENGANG fIGuRENthEAtER

> www.hmdk-stuttgart.de

photo: Staatliche Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst

hosted within the international institute for Puppetry, where training, research and support of 

contemporary art mingle with one another, the national college of Puppetry Art (École nationale 

Supérieure des Arts de la marionnette, eSnAm) stands as a unique training school for puppeteer-

performers since its creation in 1987. 

The eSnAm asserted itself as a school of creation over the years, promoting artistic and 

multidisciplinary meetings between authors, visual artists, stage designer, well-known theatre figures. 

The school is also a center of research for contemporary theatrical writing, and it is ranked among the 

higher institutions thanks to the quality of its education. The eSnAm aims at training high-level puppeteer-

performers with basic techniques of puppetry (glove, rod, string, shadow...) and the fundamentals of 

performing art (acting, voice, body language, dramatic art, plastic art). integrating new forms of writing, 

the training provides the students with knowledge and methodology supporting their creativity fulfillment 

both individually and collectively.

The ESNAM hosts two student classes, enrolled into their first and third years. Since July of 2016, 

the school delivers a national masters degree, the dnSPc (diplôme national Superieur Professionnel 

du comédien, spécialité Acteur-marionnettiste), after the completion of the three-year course.

The eSnAm’s teaching methodology seeks to train committed and responsible professionals, while 

sustaining their taste for danger in experimentation.

NatIoNal collEgE oF 
PUPPEtry art (EsNam)

> www.marionnette.com

workshop with Neville Tranter, photo: Sophie Wathl

ChARLEVILLE-MézIèRES > fRANCE
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The School of Visual Theatre was founded in Jerusalem in 1986 as an innovative academy offering 

a new and interdisciplinary artistic approach. ever since, during its 30 years of activity, the SVT has 

established itself as a unique model of art studies and art practice in israel and abroad.

SVT aims to train theatre directors, choreographers, actors-performers, musicians, video and visual 

artists, for whom performance constitutes a worldview and a field of research. The School exposes its 

students to a multiplicity of artistic practices and skills as part of a learning process that we consider 

essential for the development of young contemporary artists in the 21st century.

SVT offers its students a wide spectrum of practice based workshops and theoretical classes ranging 

from the performing arts (theatre, dance, performance), visual arts (drawing, sculpture, installation, lighting), 

and media (video and animation), while encouraging them to form an independent exploration in order to 

develop their own personal creative process. for this purpose, the School combines group studies with 

personal tutoring that nourish one another and allow each individual to develop according to their own 

needs and artistic tendencies. Accordingly, the School teachers form a mix of artist, theoreticians, and 

professionals all active and path-shaping in the art scene in israel and Abroad.

JERuSALEM > ISRAEL

scHool oF VIsUal tHEatrE

> www. visualtheatre.co.il

photo: School of Visual Theatre

Today artists invent new territories, express other ways of representing the contemporary world 

by crossing the boundaries of the visual and musical art fields. In a time of globalization, numerical 

dematerialisation and breeding of disciplines, the Rhine college of the Arts (haute École des Arts du 

Rhin, heAR) meets the challenge of contemporary creation. 

A public school, the heAR provides training in a wide range of disciplines as varied as art, 

object-art, graphic communication, design, fabric design, stage design, visual didactic, illustration, 

and music (classical, traditional, contemporary, modern jazz and improvised music). in both mulhouse 

and Strasbourg, the heAR prepares students to become independent creative artists, writers and 

musicians capable of giving rise to new artistic languages. The Scenography specialization questions 

the ways in which the (re) presenting space cross each field of contemporary creation. The courses are 

organized within three fields: scenic spaces, public spaces and museography. 

While drama remains the fundamental axis of the masters degree courses, the conventional scenic 

spaces unfold themselves to question and experiment « scenography », the active field of theatricalness 

within public, urban, virtual spaces, within contemporary art, and museography. A major pedagogy 

principle seeks to have students face these questionings while opening the course to the surrounding 

reality. Only through that interaction and questioning can students develop an original author-artist 

point of view designed to give way in a constantly changing world.

StRASBouRG > fRANCE

rHINE collEgE oF tHE arts 
SCENoGRAPhY

> www.hear.fr

DNSEP 2015, Violette Graveline, photo: François Duconseille
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Professional master art criticism - Scriptures of contemporary art form, on practical and theoretical, to 

the specificity of writing applied to contemporary art (visual arts and performing arts), in the diversity of its 

media, techniques, formats and audiences.

This specialization in two years, unique in france, offers an innovative pedagogy centered on a 

dynamic articulation between academic research, the acquisition of professional skills and the concrete 

realization of curatorial and editorial projects, through an international network of researchers and partners 

renowned cultural.

Structured on two levels around a collective project dedicated to current issues of contemporary 

art and an individual project to single out writing skills of each student, this course promotes a pluralistic 

conception of writing on art , understood as a form of mediation between the work and the public, adapted 

to the growing diversity of presentation contexts of creation.

StRASBouRG > fRANCE 

VIsUal art dEPartEmENt,
UNIVErsIty oF strasBoUrg
MAStER ARt CRItICISM - SCRIPtuRES 
of CoNtEMPoRARY ARt foRM

> www.arts.unistra.fr Faculté

des arts

Université de �rasbourg

RICOI 2015 photo: Benoît Schupp

founded ten years ago within the Rhine college of the Arts (haute École des Arts du Rhin, heAR 

in Strasbourg, france by Joachim montessuis and Philippe lepeut, PhOnOn is a multidisciplinary 

working group in audio art that combines electronic, vocal, electric and a cappella practices. 

The sound is considered both for itself and as a gateway to experimental mixes and combination 

strategies with other media and practices. from the beginning, the Voice has been the key element 

of PhOnOn’s concerns, being combined with writing, performance, radio, installation, and ‘spaced’ 

sound. 

PhOnOn’s research is communicated several times a year during collective public events in 

various contexts and locations such as the heAR’s gallery la chaufferie, at the mAmcS Auditorium, 

during the Ososphère’s nuits electroniques, or other public spaces.

StRASBouRG > fRANCE 

rHINE collEgE oF tHE arts 
PhoNoN

> www.hear.fr

photo: Haute École des Arts du Rhin
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The masters degree exerce, created in partnership between ici-centre chorégraphique national 

(ici-ccn) and the University Paul Valéry in montpellier, is a place for research and experimentation on 

choreographic creation open to the other artistic and reflection fields. It supports the development of 

artists-researchers by exploring choreography and its modalities of conception, production, diffusion and 

public sharing.

The masters degree exerce is based on a strong experience in choreographic experimental training 

initiated by mathilde monnier in 1998. immersed into the heart of the centre chorégraphique national, 

the program provides the artists-researchers students a unique tie with the latest developments of 

international choreographic creation. Appointed director of the ici-ccn, christian rizzo extends and 

renews that experimental approach of dance practice.

MoNtPELLIER > fRANCE 

IcI —ccN wItH tHE 
PartNErsHIP oF tHE PaUl 
Valéry UNIVErsIty 
MAStER ExERCE

> www.ici-ccn.com

photo: ICI - CCN

The drama Art college (ecole Supérieure d’Art dramatique of the Théâtre national de Strasbourg / 

TnS) is a national professional drama school. Since its founding in 1954 by michel Saint-denis, the drama 

school has held a double specificity: first, its very existence is intricate with that of the TNS; secondly, 

interdisciplinary rules its pedagogy: Actors, scenic- and costume designers, technicians, stage-directors 

and play writers are all trained together in the same class or “Group”.

stanislas Nordey directs both the drama school and the TNS since September 2014. Central in the 

students’ training is the unique tie that binds the school to a national theatre with a stage director at its 

head. indeed, the students’ very presence on the premises of the theatre allows for constant contact with 

the artistic dynamics of a national theatre as well as with the concrete technical activity that comes with 

running a theatre on a daily basis. conversely, the presence of students within the theatre and the public 

presentation of their research projects contributes largely to the artistic dynamics and aura of the TnS.

StRASBouRG > fRANCE 

drama art collEgE

> www.tns.fr/ecole

RICOI 2015 photo: Benoît Schupp
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Performing Arts (Puppetry) department was established in 1990 at the initiative of some theatre 

personalities and specialists  in Animation Theatre. 

23 generations of actors have graduated and most of them (over 80%) work with professional 

theatres companies, dramatic theatres or private theatre companies from Romania and abroad. The 

academic staff of Puppetry department numbers seven graduates of this department, lecturers and 

professors with master’s degree and Phd in Theatre. They distinguished themselves in their artistic 

careers, being rewarded for acting and directing at national and international theatre animation festivals.

Puppetry students the Art of puppetry and Acting. They also learn basic techniques of building 

puppets, body techniques (dance and stage movement) and vocal techniques which help them 

understand the structure and composition of a puppet show.

They are familiar with the evolution of contemporary puppet show, with the new animation 

technologies and with integrating instruments of digital art into complex stagings. master of Theatre 

Animation graduates have the ability to entirely perform an animation show using digital techniques. At 

the same time, they work in teams for the digital and multimedia parts of an artistic project. introduction 

in Performing Arts, Puppetry Art, Acting, Vocal Art, Vocal techniques (musical knowledge, singing), 

dramatic text analysis - are some of the compulsory subjects for Bachelor`s degree whereas, Animation 

theatre literature, Aesthetics, Animation theatre technique and Training (creative workshops) - are some 

of the compulsory subjects for master`s degree. 

             

NatIoNal UNIVErsIty 
oF drama aNd FIlm

> www.unatc.ro

BuChARESt > RoMANIA

The Little Prince by Antoine of Saint-Exupery, photo: Anca Oprisan Bodolan

The national centre for circus Arts (centre national des Arts du cirque , cnAc), founded in 

france in 1985, is an establishment of international standards. more than 300 artists, from 35 

different countries, have graduated from the CNAC. Today they stand as major international figures of 

contemporary circus. The cnAc is a higher education establishment that provides a course leading to 

the dnSP-Ac (diplôme national supérieur professionnel d’artiste de crique) in collaboration with the 

national School for circus Arts (enAcR) in Rosny-sous-Bois, and the University of Picardie Jules Verne. 

The cnAc provides a professional integration unit for students, which includes a group graduation 

show and personal help on individual student projects, as well as their entry into a circus company.           

The CNAC carries on a range of various missions, such as: continuing education for artists and 

technicians in the performing arts sector; teacher training and preparation for the national teaching 

diploma in the circus arts, along with the ENACR and the Fratellini Academy; recognition of academic 

credits due to experience (Validation des acquis professionnels - VAe); and customized trainings. It also 

houses a Resource and Research centre in association with the french national library (Bibliothèque 

nationale de france - Bnf) open to the public (professionals, students and researchers), and an audio-

visual production unit. This confirms the CNAC’s position as an international place of research and 

innovation in terms of artistic creation, teaching, reflection which aims to benefit the students, the 

researchers, the professionals of the circus and, more broadly, of the performing arts.

ChâLoNS-EN-ChAMPAGNE > fRANCE

NatIoNal cENtrE For 
cIrcUs arts (cNac)

> www.cnac.fr

Johanna Prevet, photo: centre national des arts du cirque
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The echo chamber is a space for centralising the interrogations and the traces of experiments which 

come in in real time to the heart of the encounters. each lab group spatialises the current state of their 

research by choosing pieces of work in progress to exhibit on the set of the TJP Grande Scène, doing so 

by way of a variety of means and mediums: a form(ul)ation through materials, from writing to multimedia.

> AS A CENtRAL SPACE foR CoMMuNICAtIoN AND MoDERAtIoN, CoNfRoNtAtIoN AND 

RESouRCE, ASSEMBLY AND ExECutIoN, thE ECho ChAMBER GIVES SPAtIAL AND tEMPoRAL 

BEARINGS to thE NoMADISMS Put foRth BY :

• eight laboratories, including six student labs, a lab comprising the Relay Artists of the cOi Platform 

   and the Pedagogy lab/Teacher’s lab ;

• five locations across Strasbourg (TJP Grande and Petite Scène, heAR, TnS, Université de Strasbourg). 

The echo chamber acts as a sounding board shared between lab participants, researchers, guest 

artists, maker artists, pedagogue-artists, the relay artists of the cOi Platform, university students, the TJP 

team and the public. it bears light and nourishes the processes of knowledge sharing taking place at the 

heart of the international encounters.

it is a space for merrymaking, and of singular and collective interrogation alike.

Students of the Art criticism master’s will act in the interstices of the labs and at the heart of the 

encounters’ apparatus. They will take advantage of the temporary opening hours of the labs (Open labs), 

as well as the communal times and moments of public opening to formulate responses to experiences. 

This will take the form of a single daily hand-in written by several hands, regardless of medium or size. 

The echo chamber makes it possible to carry the resonances of everyone’s experimentation further by 

relaying them on the TJP’s resource website www.corps-objet-image.com, as well as on social media.

EcHo cHamBEr
> tJP GRANDE SCèNE

Around and at the heart of the international encounters, the TJP and the heAR joined forces to 

organise a period of exchange and work for artists doubling as teachers in scenography and the perfoming 

arts, as well as the head teachers of partnering schools and future collaborators of the cOi international 

encounters.

The goal of the Pedagogy lab is to share pedagogical experiences and imagine new relationships 

and shared creative processes between students and teachers as artists. This privileged time of encounter 

and conversation will enable the questioning of the place and the role attributed to teachers and students 

in their approaches to training and creativity.

Teachers are thought of, not as those who know and share what they know, but as those who, in 

shared experience, discover, communicate and learn. The goal is not to train students to apply passed on 

methods, but to produce shared knowledge capable of transforming and inventing responses to future 

challenges.

> thE PEDAGoGY LAB wILL tAkE PLACE 

 oN tHUrsday 8 AND FrIday 9 JUNE, IN thREE StAGES :

 • sharing experiences

 • conception and development of prospective scenarios

 • public performance of the scenarios on friday 9 June 

    from 6pm to 8pm At the heAr

> The Pedagogy lab is coordinated by François duconseille, michaël cros, christophe le Blay 

and renaud Herbin.

> Participating Schools : 

National College of Visual Arts of La Cambre (CAMBRE), Bruxelles ; School of Visual Theatre, Jerusalem ; 

National University of Drama and Film « I.L.Caragiale » (UNACT), Bucarest ; National Centre for Circus 

Arts (CNAC), Châlons-en-Champagne ; National College of Puppetry Art (ESNAM), Charleville-Mézières ; 

Central Saint Martins, Londres ; Theatre Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague (DAMU), 

Prague ; Drama Arts College (ESAD), Théâtre National de Strasbourg ; Visual Arts Department, University 

of Strasbourg ;  Rhine College of the Arts (HEAR), Strasbourg ; State College for Music and Drama Arts, 

Stuttgart ; University of the Arts (HKU), Utrecht. 

PEdagogy laB
> VISuAL ARtS DEPARtMENt, hEAR
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> FrédérIQUE aït-toUatI

As a director and historian, she explores the connections between the sciences, literature and politics, 

interesting herself especially in the fictions of science. She has been collaborating for ten years now 

with Bruno latour, the philosopher, developing different forms of theatrical and performative writing: 

conference-performances (Tarde/durkheim, 2007; Facing Gaïa, 2015), a performance titled Gaïa 
Global circus (2013-2016), the simulation of Theatre of negociations (nanterre-Amandiers theatre, with 

Philippe Quesne, 2015). As a researcher at the CNRS, she namely published contes de la lune, essais 

sur la fiction et la science modernes (Gallimard, 2011). She teaches at the l’École des Hautes Études en 

Sciences Sociales, is head of the SPeAP (The experimental Programme in Political Arts), which has been 

in residency at the Amandiers since 2014, and is a lecturer at the University of Oxford.

conference - debAte satUrdat 10 JUNE, à l’aUBEttE 1928

grEat wItNEss 

rEsEarcHErs  

> Jérémy damIaN

Jeremy damian defended his thesis interiorities /feelings / consciousness - Somatic experiments, 
contact improvisation and Body-mind centering in spring 2014. His research focuses on the 

consciousness(s) Body(s) in various somatic practices and the field of manual therapy. Member of 

Grenoble citédanse collectiv, he organizes days Étirements // enser - mouvoir to worry the evidence of 

the encounter between movement and thought and experience in possible versions. This practice, as an 

amateur, the « contact improvisation » and instant composition. he is a member of the drafting committee 

of the cOi Review #03 Ré-animation and he participates in the season during the TJP Weekends.

> Emma mEraBEt

emma merabet is a student at the ecole normale supérieure de lyon. Trained in music, theatre and 

dance, she nourishes her research with multidisciplinary artistic experiments. She is currently focussing 

her university work on the arts of contemporary puppetry, which she is trying to bring into a philosophical 

and scientific light. For the TJP, she is also a member of the drafting committee of the COI Review #03.          

She participates in the season during the TJP Weekends.

for this edition of the Rencontres, a group of students currently enrolled in mA Artistic and cultural 

Project conception (mcPAc) will come to question civil society and the audience on their representations 

of artistic emergence, the professionalisation of artists and what is necessary in terms of artistic training.

From January to June 2017, over the course of 30 hours of tutorials ahead of the international 

encounters, students will have met people of all ages, hailing from organisations, constituted groups 

and institutions and even other participants of the encounters, so as to generate tools with which to 

understand the issues that they have problematised.

> oN FrIday 9 JUNE at tHE HEar, AN ExhIBItIoN wILL ACCouNt thEIR ExPERIENCE 

IN PARALLEL wIth thE PRESENtAtIoN of thE PEDAGoGY LAB. 

dEPartmENt oF PErFormINg arts 

Performing Arts master’s programme – Artistic and cultural Project conception (track) – the performance art 

course aims to give students the necessary skills relevant to the professional field of performance art. The interest in this 

programme resides in the presence of its numerous collaborators, artists and professionals from the field of performance 

art, as well as in the cultural and artistic life of the city of Strasbourg, which is appealing to students.

Students are trained to write up artistic and cultural projects. They are sensitised to the various parameters involved 

in their conception: studying what has come before, prospectives, analysis of feasibility, the aesthetic, political, economic 

and social stakes involved in the creation of a project, partnerships, interlocutors etc.

in this way, students are made familiar with the history of cultural policy and the current functioning of the world of 

performance art (networks, institutions, structures, sponsorships). Additionally, students are trained to be aware of the 

legal and economic considerations of the conception and execution of a project.

worksHoP HEld By tHE 
PErFormaNcE arts mastErs’ 
stUdENts 
uNIVERSItY of StRASBouRG 
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Alongside his work as performer, he created Y’là, a solo, in 1997, and presented projet-type(s), a 

performance for 20 male participants in a window display, proposed objet dansant n°1 and hello dolly at 

the lab7-ginjal in lisbon, as well as a performance with the designer laur meyrieux at the “public” gallery 

(Paris, 1999). In parallel to these activities, he creates costumes for choreographies. Since 2002, he has 

been teaching regularly in france and abroad in art schools and choreographic institutions. On 1st January 

2015, Christian Rizzo took on the role of director at the Centre chorégraphique national de Montpellier.

> PHIlIPPE QUEsNE 

Phillipe Quesne pursued studies in plastic arts. for ten years, he created scenographies for theatre, 

opera and exhibitions. In 2003, he founded Vivarium Studio, his theatre company, and went on to sign his 

first peformance, la démangeaison des ailes, the same year. his scenographies become environments in 

which he immerses his loyal actors, who embody none other than themselves.

Since January 2014, he has been directing at Nanterre–Amandiers, Centre Dramatique National, 

where he staged the Theatre of negociations collective production in May 2015. In 2016, he 

created caspar Western friedrich at the Kammerspiele in munich and Welcome to caveland! at the 

Kunstenfestivaldesarts in Brussels.

lINgUIstIc rEsoUrcE
> sPENcEr BamBroUgH

Born in nice from an American mother and a British father, Spencer Bambrough has been immersed 

in multiculturalism from the outset. he graduated with a degree in Social Anthropology from SOAS, 

University of london. This was an occasion for him to carry out research on language, semiotics and 

ontology in the context of the humanities. due to this background, he is drawn to engage in a diversity 

of encounters. This naturally carries him towards the practices of music, dance and cinema which he 

materialises through a diversity of artistic projects (as can be seen in his latest short film, And i am in them, 

created with the collective Eyes Black open). Since 2013, he has been a TJP regular, as performer and 

english-french translator (Giboulées, RicOi...).

The GUeST ARTiSTS Will TAKe A mOmenT TO ShARe ReSOURceS AfTeR hAVinG dRAWn 

fROm TheiR OBSeRVATiOnS in STUdenT lABS, fROm eXPeRienceS Of TheiR OWn 

leARninG PROceSSeS And in ReAcTiOn TO An AlTeRATiOn APPARATUS imAGined fROm 

WiThin The cOnTeXT Of The encOUnTeRS. ThiS eVenT Will Be oPEN to tHE PUBlIc oN 

tHUrsday 8 JUNE at tHE tJP graNdE scèNE. 

> staNIslas NordEy 

As a theatre and opera director, an actor and a pedagogue, Stanislas nordey has created, played in, 

and initiated a number of performances since 1991. he principally directs texts by contemporary authors 

such as gabily, karge, lagarce, mouawad, crimp, Handke…having returned to Pasolini on several 

occasions, he has been collaborating for several years now with the German author, Falk richter. in 

September 2014, he was named director of the Strasbourg National Theatre, and of his School, in which 

he is engaging an important initiative destined towards audiences commonly distanced from theatre, and 

addressing the responsibility of safeguarding parity in the arts. This initiative is a collaborative endeavour 

along with twenty associated artists, comprising authors, actors and directors. 

The interest he has always held for contemporary writing found a voice in the project he conceived for 

the TNS. In 2016 he created Je suis fassbinder, in collaboration with falk Richter and recreated incendies 

by wajdi mouawad. In 2017, aside from a production by Erich von stroheim, Stanislas nordey is 

acting in christine letailleur’s staging of Baal, the eponymous play by Brecht. 

> cHrIstIaN rIzzo 

Before coming to dance, christian Rizzo put together a rock band and a clothing brand in Toulouse, 

then studied plastic arts at Villa Arson in nice. Arriving in Paris in 1986, he joined the fashion world and 

the creative whirlpool of the night. As a self-taught artist, he joined Jean-michel ribes, william Petit, 

mathilde monnier, catherine anne, Hervé robbe, mark tompkins, a mix of choreographers and 

theatre directors. 

gUEst artIsts
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> dUNcaN EVENNoU 

Duncan Evennou is an actor and director trained in 2009 at the Théâtre National de Bretagne under 

the direction of stanislas Nordey. drawn to working at the intersection of choreographic, visual and 

performative fields, he has recently performed for artists such as Ulla Von Brandenburg, Emilie 

rousset, Joris lacoste, Nadia Vonderheyden, Ivana muller... in parallel, his appetite for research 

led him to join the Art and Politics laboratory at Science Po Paris under the direction of Bruno latour. 

his work there focussed on the crisis in representation in the face of new ecological stakes. This year, 

in collaboration with the author lancelot Hamelin at the Théâtre des Amandiers, he is collecting the 

dreams of the inhabitants of nanterre with a group of volunteers posing the question «What does a 

city dream of during the presidential elections ? ». he teaches at the dramaturgy laboratory in nanterre-

Amandiers and at the actor’s school of cannes (eRAc). 

> alIcE godFroy

Alice Godfroy has a higher degree in french language and literature, and is a university lecturer 

in dance at University côte d’Azur. At the crossroads of phenomenology, literature and aesthetics, her 

latest works have elaborated the concept of a “dansity” of poetic writing, by defining the movement of 

texts starting from the experience of the dancing body. She is simultaneously engaged in pursuing her 

practice as a dancer and as a pedagog of movement. As the initiator of a collective of improvisers, and 

an artist-thinker called upon for outside perspective for a variety of projects , she explores the knowledge 

of dancing bodies and the process of poeticising their gestures. She coordinated the cOi reviews #01 

and #02

> carINE gUaldaroNI

Caroline Gualdaroni is a puppeteer. She has undertaken training across several disciplines: sculpture 

(enSAAmA, Olivier de Serres), scenography (cie Serge noyelle/ laboratoire d’etude du mouvement – 

école Jacques Lecoq), movement (Théâtre du Mouvement) and puppetry (ESNAM). Since 2011, she has 

pursued her research alongside renaud Herbin, TJP cdn d’Alsace Strasbourg, claire Heggen, le 

Théâtre du mouvement, aurélie morin, le Théâtre de nuit, and olivier thomas, le Bruit des nuages. 

carine Gualdaroni founded the theatre company Juste après in 2012, with Antoine Derlon, and develops 

projects mixing images, materials and figures. She made puppets for anges du Plafond, by Pascale 

Blaison, and has done for her company, Juste Après. carine Gualdaroni is also part of the pedagogical 

team of the Théâtre du mouvement.

 

All Of tHE FIVE EclEctIc artIsts fROm The cORPS-OBJeT-imAGe PlATfORm* AlReAdY 

PARTiciPATed in The PReViOUS encOUnTeRS. On The STRenGTh Of TheSe eXPeRienceS 

SO clOSe TO The TJP’S PROJecT, TheY wIll ENsUrE tHE FrEE ExPrEssIoN oF EVEry 

PartIcIPaNt wItHIN tHE rEsEarcH laBoratorIEs, WhilST APPlYinG ThemSelVeS TO 

TheiR OWn ReSeARch WiThin The Theme Of ThiS ediTiOn Of The RencOnTReS.. 

> aNNE ayçoBErry 

Anne Aycoberry is an actor. She performs and collaborates in the creation of plays based on 

contemporary scripts. On her path, she crosses plastic artists, videographers, performers, choreographers, 

dancers and scenographers, and makes a variety of forms with them. Anne has worked on several occasions 

with Jean-Pierre larroche, and has produced her first performance as a director and performer entitled 

Kelécetectoplasme kitakompagn ? .

She reads from contemporary literary and poetic texts in museums, multimedia libraries and unusual 

locations, and shares her practice with students in the arts, theatre, puppetry, applied arts and spatial 

design, as well as with middle and high school students.

> sImoN dElattrE 

Simon Delattre joined the 8th graduating year of the ESNAM, from which he graduated, in 2011, with 

honours in writing and playwriting. Since his graduation project, Je voudrais être toi, he has performed in a 

variety of European festivals: Versuchung in Berlin, Pop Art in Amsterdam, Marionette et Image in Tournai, 

méliscène in Auray and at the Rencontres internationales des écoles de marionette in Byalistok, Poland. 

he is an artist in residence at the Théâtre Jean Arp de clamart – Scène conventionnée, and collaborates 

with the cdn of Sartrouville.

Since graduating, he has regularly collaborated with olivier letellier, Théâtre du Phare, namely as 

a stage assistant and assistant operator. he is a performer for the rework of Reprendre son souffle, by 

Julika mayer. In autumn 2016, he created Poudre noire.

* www.corps-objet-image.com/plateforme-coi

rElay artIsts
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> mIcHaël cros 

Born in 1972, Michaël Cros is a choreographer and artist of the Marseille company la meta carpe.    

A graduate of fine Arts in marseille and lyon, it involves body, whether human, or digital puppets.                 

His work voluntarily takes several forms : dance performances, art installations and video films. Since 

2007, his designs are covered by dark body, human ersatz enigmatic. Confronted with reality, these bodies 

question the moving frontiers of humanity (somewhere between the animal and the machine) and looking 

for a « living together », a social body. Since 2012, this artist is close to the tJP project cdn Alsace, 

through his creations, but also through active participation in labs cOi. 

> rENaUd HErBIN 

A puppeteer and a graduate of the charleville-mézières puppetry school, Renaud herbin codirected 

the làOù company for a long time. he has staged many visual and sound shows, often based on theatre 

plays or literature. Renaud Herbin has always enjoyed working with other artists whose influences have 

altered his puppetry practice. He has been at the head of the TJP – CDN Alsace-Strasbourg since 2012.

There, he has developed the notion of a relation between the body, the object and images, erasing 

the partition walls between puppetry and the use of raw matter by linking both the latter with the fields of 

choreography and visual arts. his project has attracted many artists including Bérangère Vantusso and 

aurélien Bory.

> cHrIstoPHE lE Blay 

Trained in the dance cnR of Avignon, after contracts in national Ballet of marseille and Ballet 

Preljocaj, his dances fall on the aesthetic diversities and the artistic fiels which ask questions about the 

choreographic art. Among others, he works with thierry thieû Niang, michel kelemenis, François 

rancillac, laura scozzi, christophe Haleb, christian gangneron… Prize-winner of Universita’ 

delle idee – Pistoletto foundation for the artistic recherch Room without a roof, he creates his own projects 

supported by the association l’echancrure such as Anémochore or canons. Since 2008, he contributes 

to the elaboration of a common and singular way of practicing on the relation of bodies and objects with 

renaud Herbin : they cosign both the creation Profils in February, 2015.

artIstIc coordINatIoN
eAch Of The tHrEE makEr artIsts hAVe PReViOUSlY Been in cOnTAcT WiTh The 

TJP’S cORPS-OBJeT-imAGe PROJecT (WhilST in cReATiVe ReSidencieS OR in hOSTinG 

WORKShOPS...). On The STRenGTh Of TheiR fAmiliARiTY WiTh The PROJecT TheY wIll 

oFFEr mattEr-madE-matErIals For tHE laB PartIcIPaNts to ExPErImENt wItH, 

AS Of The OPeninG Of The encOUnTeRS On TUeSdAY 6 JUne.

> HélèNE BarrEaU 

her work as a maker leads hélène Barreau, actress – puppeteer – maker, to draw from realism 

and her confrontation with the real, as well as to search within the immediateness of her relationship to 

materials, within her transformation and the very gesture of making. She collaborates with the Théâtre 

de l’entrouvert (Elise Vigneron – research with ice) as well as with la Volige, the theatre company 

(Nicolas Bonneau – research with plaster), and has continued to experiment with a variety of techniques 

(modelling, casting, embroidery, engraving). 

> margUErItE Bordat

Scénographe,As a scenographer and plastic artist, marguerite Bordat became engaged very early on 

in an important collaboration with Joël Pommerat. She shared the desire with Berangère Vantusso, 

the director, to go towards a hybrid theatre, at the intersection of the plastic arts and theatre. ever more 

attracted by attempts at renewing the theatrical form, she favoured collaborations with authors and 

directors who, like her, were attached to the dimensions of research, risk taking, and reinvention. Pierre 

meunier, who she initially met working on le tas in 1999, often invites her to work on his worksites of 

theatrical reverie. She currently is part of a duo with him in which they dream and conceive their creations 

in the plastic and theatrical arts. 

> tIm sPooNEr

Tim Spooner works in performance, collage, painting and sculpture. his work uses materials 

and objects in ways that reveal unexpected properties, aiming to open up perspectives 

beyond the human scale. fundamentally interested in unpredictability, his work is an exercise 

in balancing control with a lack of it in the handling of the materials he is working with. 

Since 2010 he has created a series of increasingly complex live works centred around the revelation 

of “life” in material. Recent projects include The Voice of nature, The Assembly of Animals and The 
Telescope. Alongside, and in relation to these projects, he has produced a continuous stream of painted 

and collaged images.

 

makEr artIsts
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The “peridisciplinary” review bringing together artists and researchers can now be found online. it 

explores the plural territories and thoughts evoked by contemporary investments of the stage which draw 

from the relationship to movement, the image, objects and matter-made-materials.

This third edition aims to echo the reinvestments and resurgences of weird forms of animism in the 

artistic, political and scientific fields... Its publications will be staggered up until March 2018, in sync with 

the timeline of the TJP’s activity.

> free Access And downloAd At 

 www.corPs-oBJEt-ImagE.com/rEVUE-coI-03/:

Weird Animisms, Jérémy damian

la câmera pythagorique de l’animisme qui nous est propre, Jacopo rasmi

le hors-champ est dedans, conversation avec michelangelo Frammartino, Jacopo rasmi

de la présence des choses au cinéma, Benjamin thomas

Editor : tJp editions

Artistic director : renaud Herbin

Drafting committee : Jérémy damian, Emma merabet, Julien Bruneau

   and the artists of the cOi Platform.

Graphic design : Benoît schupp

Contact : revuecoi@tjp-strasbourg.com
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